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w atch the video on youtube

context audi mo-be

Introduction

In our world, cities are growing larger every year, creating a 
shortage of space for the inhabitants and their mobility. In those 
crowded environments there is also not much space for nature. 

InIn the future, we envision that if people have free time after 
sitting all day in the ofce, they will want to escape those 
crowded cities and visit nature. We expect that cars will be 
banned from city centres and public transportation is thriving. All 
personal transportation is parked at the edge of the metropoles.
In the city, owning a personal vehicle is considered a luxery. 

Our task was to create a future vision for a 2030’s Audi vehicle. 

Audi MO-be is one of my thesis projects and was designed 
in collaboration with Audi at Scuola Politecnica di Design 
in Milan, Italy. The Audi MO-be is a team effort where I 
collaborated with Fernando Pastre. Next to the research 
we conducted, we extensively went back and forth from 
sketching to clay-modelling and digital modelling in Alias, 
to explore the shape of the car.



We designed the Audi MO-be as the ultimate 
solution to escape the concrete jungle to enjoy all 
nature has to give. Next to natures stunning sights 
which you can enjoy passively, nature offers a lot 
of opportunities to enjoy actively. 

TheThe autonomous driving mode allows the user to 
enjoy looking at the scenery without distraction. 
From wakeboarding to mountain biking, from ski- 
and snowboarding to paragliding, Audi MO-be’s 
unconventional two seater layout provides the user 
to bring all his gear and give him maximum 
exibility, while the vehicle keeps a modest 
footprint. footprint. 

Audi MO-be is designed to look durable and though 
but still rened. The design is driven by the 
keywords: playful, powerful and freedom. 



exterior ideation
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 photoshop development



new  interpretation of 
the single-frame grill

muscular and sexy 
w heelarches

tw o-seater w ith a large 
luggage area on the side









interior ideation



multi-zone flexible fabric supports the user

autonomous mode

driving mode

hydrophobic fabric repells w ater

The interior is designed to support the users active 
lifestyle. All fabrics in the interior are hydrophobic and are 
therefore weather proof. If the car is not used the armrests 
in the side panel will close. 

TheThe seats are placed under an angle so water can easily roll 
off the surface. The seats are made of a multi-zone knitted 
exible fabric allowing support where needed for the user. If 

the user is sitting in the chair the fabric will shape 
ergonomically to the users body. 

TheThe steeringwheel is visually attached to the dashboard with  
exible fabric. If the car is not in use or driving autonomously, 
the steeringwheel is part of the dashboard. When actively 
driving the MO-be, the steeringwheel will widen and move 
foreward out of the dashboard, towards the user stretching 
the fabric. 

AudiAudi MO-be has one graphical interface, providing only the 
necessary information, like speed and destination. It is 
completely voice controlled, asking no futher physical 
interaction, apart from driving manually. 



spanned fabric

handle

cork panel 

folding  armrest





The Audi MO-be features a large luggage compartment stretching all the way 
from the front to the rear of the vehicle. The luggage area contains among 
other things metal strips in the oor where you can attach a net to hold the 
luggage and an easily accessible rst aid kit. 

The lugage compartment can be closed with a soft- or a hard-top lid. The 
soft-top provides extra exibility making it possible to bring even larger 
equipment, for example a bicycle. 

hard shell lid

soft shell lid

laser lighting



The suspension of the Audi MO-be is a cooperation between the Mag-lev frame and 
the airless tires. The stiffness of the tire can be controlled by 5 hydraulic rods in every 
wheel and can also create energy for the in-hub electic motor on a bumpy road. The 
body of the car is levitated above the Mag-lev frame by the use of magnets. The 
frame is attached to the body of the car with a strong but exible material that is able 
to damp any oscillation while driving.

TheThe airless tire can never run at. All wheels contain an in-hub motor making the 
Audi MO-be a real 4x4 Quattro. The tire tread patches can be replaced individually 
making the wheels on the Audi MO-be as tough and environmental friendly as 
possible. 

The interior is easily accessible due to the large tilting door. The front chair can slide 
back to make entering the car more convenient. 

mag-lev suspension air-bump w indscreen

sliding seat

in-hub electric motor

replaceable tire tread

tilting door



convert your mo-be into a 4-seater by adding tw o optional seats



Foto’s by Fernando Pastre



free
active
strong
adventurous 
playful
...
alive alive 



In 2017 I developed a concept for an 
electric scooter for Qesto Motors; 
The Delta 1. After a short market 
research I started the project from 
moodboards to sketch research, 
rendering and 3D modelling to the 
nal visualizations.

TheThe Scooter is not only designed with 
consumers in mind but also for 
business and service use. Main 
features of the Delta 1 are the double 
wheels in the front for extra stability, 
the large luggage space that can t 
for example two helmets and a 10 
inchinch interface that can be customized 
according to the needs and purpose 
of use. Optional would be a eet 
management system so the scooters 
can be managed from a central 
location by a build-in monitor system 
inside the scooters.

www.qesto.nl



Delta 1
Styling Moodboard



KEYSKETCHES
Main features of the design are the oating saddle that is inspired 
by a horse saddle, the seethrough part in the center of the scooter 
to make the design look lighter, the large windscreen giving the 
scooter a modern look and ofcourse that it is a three wheeler. 



FINAL PROPOSAL
Qesto Motors - Delta 1



DETAILS



The electric Delta 1 with its 
three wheels is stable and 
agile. With the on-board 
monitoring systeem the Delta 
is extremely suited for service 
use like for example the 
Police. The Delta can be 
managedmanaged from a central 
location and can sent realtime 
information about vehicle 
status, location and speed. 



he BMW i1 Concept is a small, three door full electric hatchback, designed for 
the urban environment. The key feature is the glass top that spreads all the 
way from the front to the rear. Through hood you can see the push-rod 
suspension in the interior and on the roof there are transparent solar panels to 
extent the range. The push-rod suspension  is located above the low placed 
battery pack, making a lower center of gravity and a shorter turning circle 
possible because there is more space between the front wheels. Efcient 

DynamicsDynamics is also a main feature of the i1. In the design the air ows underneath and through 
the body panels from the front all the way to the rear, reducing drag. Also the rear spoiler has 
side blades to stabilize the airow. This side blade also contains sensors that are meant to 
scan the environment more effectively, for the crash preventing system and autonomous 
driving capabilities.

 

T



The BMW i1 is the outcome of a short 
two week project. The Idea started from 
the side-view sketch shown on this page. 
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Ebony Wood Brushed Aluminum Alcantara  Natural Fiber CompositeMATERIALS

Both in the front and the rear of the i1 the lower part of the seats are 
connected, giving the users the feeling that they are sitting on a sofa in their 
living room. All elements in the i1 seem to oat, making the interior look more 
spacious and modern. The semi-transparent solar-cells in the roof provide 
natural shadow like the leaves of a tree.  



The task was to develop an electric Ducati for the year 2020.  An electric motorbike has a 
drivetrain with less components than a conventional gasoline powered bike. A lot of elements such 

as the gasoline motor, exhausts and gearbox, are dismissed on an electric bike. Those elements 
contribute, apart from their function, also in the styling of the motorbike. Our aim was to develop a new 

form language that both respects Ducati’s DNA and core values and the new electric drivetrain. 

The Ducati Zero is one of my Master thesis projects developed in collaboration with Ducati S.P.A. at Scuola 
Politecnica di Design. The Ducati Zero was developed alongside the Audi MO-be project.  In this 
project I worked together with Fernando Pastre. We worked extensively on sketching, 
sketchrendering in Photoshop and Alias modelling and Vred rendering during this project. 

introduction

watch the video on youtube

Brief
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The Ducati Zero is a small, light, full electric superbike. It is positioned below the Ducati 959 Panigale. Because of 
its small footprint and low weight the Ducati Zero ts in an urban environment. Also outside the city the Ducati Zero 
is in its element. The Ducati Zero has multiple driving modes, Eco, Strada and Corsa, giving the user the feeling he 
owns three different bikes.

TTaking into account the design of the contemporary combustion powered Ducati motorbikes, we explored a new 
design direction, focused on the possibilities created by the components of the electric drivetrain. The result is a 
more minimalistic and uent approach, with a contrastful two-toned body dividing the sculptural- from the technical 
parts. The design of the motorbike is inspired by the attack of a snake resulting into an intimidating and forward 
moving stance. 

sketch salad
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covered steering base

suspended seat tw o-tone body

multilink suspension battery cooling vents

minimalistic side

projected hud



“The shape of the ducati zero is 
inspired by the attack of a snake, 
giving the bike a forward moving 
aggressive stance.

+



final design



final design



eco Indicatorstrada corsa

driving modes Indicator

SUSPENDED SEAT

driving modes

POWER                 RANGE

eco
 

strada

corsa

full led array lighting

air cooled batteries

technical details



technical details

flying multilink suspension

transparent motor cover with battery indicator

wireless charging

light aerodynamic rear

air deflector





in the press

Auto&Design magazine 222, Towards an electric future, 
page 67, Jan 2017

Motorrad Magazine 04, Nachrichten, page 8, Feb 2017

Electric Motorcycles.news, March 2017





During my internship at CNH Industrial I was involved 
on several projects for brands like New Holland, 
Case, Steyr and FPT. The New Holland BigBaler 1290 
High Density is one of the projects I worked on. The 
production model was introduced at Agritechnica 
2019 and is New Holland’s most advanced baler to 
date.





This 3 week personal project consist out of research, 
manual- and digital sketches and an Alias model rendered in 
Vred. The HARPOON is a 25 meter long luxury yacht 
inspired by contrasts between uent and geometric shapes. 
I searched to nd a minimalistic, interesting and luxury 
shape. While playing a lot with suspended and oating 
elements in both interior- and exterior design, the 
HARPOON keeps its powerfull appearance. HARPOON keeps its powerfull appearance. 

FLU
ENT

GEO
MET
RIC

LUX
URY

HARPOON 25M YACHT 



Development 
One of the main features of the exterior is the contrasting 
center part of the yacht slicing the whole in two and 
visually connecting the roof to the rest of the yacht. Also 
the upper part of the bow is oating above the lower part 
of the yacht emphasizing lightness. 



PHOTOSHOP RENDERS

The deep copper-orange metallic paint 
has bright golden akes. 

Forged carbon ber gives strenght and 
lightness to the structural parts and 
provides an interesting pattern in the 
styling of the yacht.

The teak wooden deck is a natural 
material that is in contrast with the 
glossy metallic paint.



HARPOON 



+The metallic colored roof is visually 
suspended by the black structure 
emphasizing the light character of the yacht.

+The windows in the roof break the surface and 
provide natural light into the cabin. Behind the 
air inlets the airconditioning is hidden. 

+All the windows on the HARPOON are 
self-tinting. Depending on the weather, they 
let more or less sunlight through. 



The HARPOON is a 25 meter long luxury yacht 
inspired by contrasts and luxury materials. One of the 
recurring elements in the design is lightness therefore 
lot of elements are suspended such as the upper side 
of the bow, the main cabin, and the captains chair. 

The Harpoon is powered by two large 
gas turbine engines. Therefore it needs 
large air intakes on its sides. 
+The Harpoon is powered by two large gas turbine engines. Therefore it needs 

large air intakes on its sides. 

+The yacht can accommodate six guests and two crew members.

+The deep copper-orange colored metallic nish has golden akes that give 
a bright gloss effect.



+On the rear deck a table can be elevated out 
of the oor to change the sundeck into a 
dinner space. 

+The arch structure contains lights to lit the 
front deck.

+The indirect lightning gives the 
HARPOON a destinctive luxury 
appearance.
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The upper interior is oating above the main deck allowing 
more natural light to get into the lower cabin. All furniture in the 
main cabin is suspended and can be moved to the needs of 
the user. The plants provide a natural touch in the interior but 
also provide better air quality and attenuate background 
noise. The cockpit of the captain is suspended above the 
staircase and is stabilized on multiple axis giving the captain 
a smooth ride even in storm conditions.  a smooth ride even in storm conditions.  

INTERIOR 



Development 
I focussed on giving the interior a spacious appearance. 
The way I accomplished this is to suspend all elements,  
such as the couch, cabinet and even the cockpit of the 
captain. Next to that I wanted the interior to be smart.  
For example, the cockpit of the captain is suspend and 
stabilized and the dinnertable can be retracted into the 
ceiling and transforms into a light. 



+The whole cockpit of the captain is suspended from the ceiling, 
giving the interior a spacious appearance. 



+The cockpit is stabilized and will keep the captain leveled.

+All elements in the interior such as the couch and 
cabinets are suspended from the walls.



+The glass light also functions as dinner table and can be lowered from the ceiling. The couch can 
slide closer to the table. 





+The dinner table can be lowered into to oor, 
creating a spacious sundeck.

+The whole cabin is eleveted.



The electric Delta 1 with its 
three wheels is stable and 
agile. With the on-board 
monitoring systeem the Delta 
is extremely suited for service 
use like for example the 
Police. The Delta can be 
managedmanaged from a central 
location and can sent realtime 
information about vehicle 
status, location and speed. 
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The Yepp Bolder is a children’s wagon designed in the nal bachelor course at the 
Delft University of Technology at the faculty Industrial Design Engineering. This 
project is a cooperation between the University and the company GMG. 
GMG’s main business is selling bicycle seats for children under a brand 
called Yepp. During this project I investigated market opportunities 
for the company. Although the children’s wagon market is quite 
small worldwide, in the Netherlands and Germany children’s 
wagonswagons are quite common. During my investigation I 
found some interesting facts about the children’s 
wagon and took this as an opportunity to design an 
innovative children’s wagon for GMG. Ending up 
nishing my bachelor nal project with a 
grade of 10 out of 10. 
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FOLDABLE DESIGN

Easyer to get in

Smaller to store






